ABSTRACT. If R is a local ring whose radical J(R) is nilpotent and R/J(R) is a commutative field which is algebraic over GF(p), then R has at least one subring S such that S w*=,S,, where each S, is isomorphic to a Galois ring and S/J (S) is naturally isomorphic to R/J (R). Such GR(p",r) of Z/p"Z, which is called the Galois ring of characteristic p" and rank r (see [9, p. 293, Theorem XV.2]). This ring was first noticed by Krull [8], and was later rediscovered by Janusz [6] and Raghavendran [12] .
1.
In what follows, when S is a set, SI will denote the cardinal number of S. When A is a ring, for any subset S of A, (S) denotes the subring of A generated by S. A ring A is called locally finite if any finite subset of A generates a finite subring. When A is a ring with 1, for B to be called a subring of A, B must contain 1. Let J(A) denote the Jacobson radical of A, Aut(A) the automorphism group of A, and (A),, the ring of n n matrices having entries in A. If A 9 1, A* denotes the group of units of A. For a e A *, o (a) denotes the multiplicative order of a.
The Galois ring GR(p",r) is characterized as a ring isomorphic to (Z/p"Z) [X]/(f(X) (Z/p"Z) [X] ), where f(X) (Z/p"Z) [X] is a monic polynomial of degree r, and is irreducible modulo p Z/p"Z (see [7, Chapter XVI]). By [12, Proposition 1], any subring of GR(p",r) is isomorphic to GR(p",s), where s is a divisor of r. Conversely, if s is a divisor of r, then there is a unique subring of GR(p",r) which is isomorphic to GR (p", s ).
The following lemma is easily deduced from 16 , Theorem 3 (I)] and its proof. LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a finite local ring of characteristic p" whose residue field is GF(pr). If a e R* satisfies o (a) p r-1, then the subring (a) of R is isomorphic to GR (p", r).
A ring R will be called an IG-ring if there exists a sequence {R,}7= of subrings of R such that R, R,. ,, R, GR(p",r,) (i > 1) and R '= R,, where {r,}= is a sequence of positive integers such that r, r, l(i > 1). If R is an IG-ring described above, then R, is the only subring of R which is isomorphic to GR(p",r,). So we can write R =wT'=GR(p",r,). Let p be a prime, n a positive integer and r < r < an infinite sequence of positive integers such that r, r, . By the fact we observed above, there exists a natural embedding j-! I+l t',+'GR(p",r,)---GR(p",r,/)foreachi> 1 (I) R is a commutative local ring with radical J(R)= pR. The residue field R/pR is = GF(p ').
(II) If e is a positive integer such that < e < n, then R/p'R is naturally isomorphic to the IG-ring w*= GR (p e, r,).
(III) byp.
R is a proper homomorphic image of a discrete valuation ring whose radical is generated Any ideal of R is of the form peR(O < e < n).
R is self-injective.
Aut(R) lim,_aut(GR(p",r,)) lim,_Aut(GF(p ')) =aut(w*:=, GF(p r,)).
PROOF. (I) and (II
is an exact sequence of GR(p",r,)-modules. So we get the result by [2, Chapitre 2, 6, n 6, Proposition 8].
(III) Let us put K 7'= GF(p '). Let Let {rl}*__ be an infinite sequence of positive integers such that r and rlr/(l > 1), and S 7'-_ GR(p", r) be an IG-ring of characteristic p". Let n n > n2 > > n, be a nonincreasing sequence of positive integers. Let us put Sj wT--t GR(p' 'j, r) for < j < t. Let " S ---> S be the natural homomorphism followed by the isomorphism S/p"JS--S of Proposition 1.2 (II). Let us put U(S;n,,n2,.. nt) {(,j)E(S) Ic,jEp' ifi>j} It is easy to see that U(S;n,n2,.. n,)forms a subring of (S)t,. Let M(S;n,n rtt) denote the set of all t matrices (a,), where a, Sj, and a, p'-"S for > j. Let @ be the mapping of U(S;n,nz n,) onto M(S;n,n n,) defined by (,) 9 Ic,, Next, let {g,'}, . be a set of elements of G such that 9(g,') y for any y H, and {g} n, {g,'},, ," Let G2 be the finite subgroup of G generated by {g,'}, , . . . Then 9 1: is a homomorphism of G2 onto H2. By [13 Since this holds for each > 1, we see . It.
(IV) Let L be the finite subgroup of G generated by It'(H) t.) It"(H,). Then c,z) . Let x {c-(c)}-lz. Suppose that cte K satisfies ct =?for some integer m. Let ,(ct)= a. Then, by the same reason as above, we can write .'(ct)= (a, y) for some y e V. As (c, Z '(') k'(O") (a, y)'" (a'", a" (o(a))'" a or(a }-'y ), we get c =a" and z {c -o(c)} {a -o(a)}-'y. So (l,x)t'(ot)=(a,y +o(a)x)=(a,ax)=l(a)(l,x).
As K* is the union of cyclic subgroups generated by such o which contain GF(p")* (generated by this prove.,, S (U(K*))= (1,x)-'T(1,x) . So YI, the number of all coefficient subrings of R. does not exceed X-As we have seen lYI >X, we get lYI =X.
Next we shall consider the uniqueness of coefficient subrings. A finite local ring T is called of type if T is generated by two units a and b such that (1) ab v:ba, (2) a b e J(T), and
If T is a finite local ring of type ), then T* is not a nilpotent group. For, let us suppose that T is a finite local ring of type ). Let a and b be generators of T satisfying (1) (ii) R* is a nilpotent group.
(iii) R* is isomorphic to the direct product of K* and + M.
(iv) R* has no finite local subring of type ). (E, c,x,)a , , c,or,(a)x, (Y, c,x, e V,a K) . So, for any > 1, we see d, : 0. This contradicts that ,, d, x, is an element of the direct sum V @7'= ,Kx,.
PROOF. (i) (ii)
In conclusion, we shall state a theorem which is a generalization of [3, Theorem] . R-d, (K,),,,,, d} such that n, =mo,)and Re, --Rfo, as left R-modules (I < <d, <k,l <n,). By renumbering, we may assume n, m, and Re, =_ Rf (1 < < d, < k, < n,). Now, where e, Te, andf T'f are IG-rings. Hence, to complete the proofit will suffice to show e, Te, =_ fT'f.
As e,Te, is an IG-ring which is naturally isomorphic to e,Re,/e, J(R)e,, so e,Te, is a coefficient subring of e,Re,.
Similarly, fT'f is a coefficient subring of fRf. 
